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Ellie Stone 1st and Jonty Eaton-Jones 2nd in Devon Championships, awarded the trophy by the Club Chairman, Nicholas
Maxwell.
Photo courtesy Adrian Taylor.
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CHAIRMAN’S THOUGHTS & PRÉCIS OF CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Another year of the club has ended and it was celebrated at Michael Green’s house by Fire Beacon Hill.
The club championship was fierce. Congratulations to 1st place Ellie Stone (W18) and Jonty Eaton-Hart
(M16) who proved that the younger generation can win with the handicap system that for a number of years
seems to favour the older females. A number of competitors were tempted by that extra control and were
suitably penalised. I misread ‘brown’ form lines as ’black’ rides and got trapped in some vicious dark green.
At the AGM we celebrated the year recalling the triumph of the juniors at Yvette Baker, Carol Pearce
coming first in the British, the success of the new website, the 2014 Caddihoe Chase at Virtuous Lady and
Tamar Triple at Fernworthy and elsewhere including the new maps that Erik Peckett and Tom Lillicrap
created respectively for the aforementioned areas.
The success in the Yvette Baker competition is a result of the training and support given by Tess Stone and
Steve Perelle and many others over a number of years and our thanks and appreciation goes to them. The
areas that we have and the maps that represent them also support the team and Carol Pearce who benefitted
from the experience of Fernworthy and Cookworthy shortly before the British Championships.
We leave the old year behind but cannot rest on our laurels. The training continues for the Yvette Baker
team. The mapping group has more resources this year and there is the opportunity to update more of our
maps. However, the demands on them are greater with not only our event areas to look at but new smaller
areas that we might wish to map for other activities. There are more requests from the National Trust and
other bodies as they seek to attract families to their facilities. The need for more people to take on the role
of event officials continues, not only for our programme of events but to facilitate requests from bodies like
the National Trust again to put on events for their visitors. Please do offer your services to Tim Gent as he
seeks to fill the event roles; it can be a challenging job. In addition, if we wish to put on the bigger events
that give us funding for, say, new websites or training support we need properly experienced people to take
on the roles.
I was happy to award the following trophies:
EPIC trophy (for someone in the club who has given service under difficult circumstances)
Tom Lillicrap for his mapping and planning work at Fernworthy including modifying his courses at
a late stage when a bird took up residence in the forest.
Chairman’s Trophy
Tess Stone in recognition of many years supporting and training the East Devon juniors
Haytor Trophy (awarded to someone who has climbed the heights)
The Yvette Baker team for their winning of this national competition in 2014.

Compass Sport Cup Final 14th December 2014
One success not mentioned so far is getting through to the Compass Sport Cup Final. Cynics might say that
this was only achieved by turning up at Hay Tor on a day in February but it does entitle us to our place in the
final and the chance to win on the day if we can take a full team. Sadly, the final near Aldershot is delayed
until 14th December but is still our opportunity for glory. It is a busy time of year but that applies to
everyone other than possibly the local clubs. Please do make the day a priority to come. Jill Green and the
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committee need your help. We want to look at how the club can help transport to people there on the day.
For this we need to plan and have an idea about numbers. Please let Jill Green know as soon as you can if
you are definitely coming and ideally by the time of our Galoppen event at Virtuous Lady on Sunday 19th
October.

Development Plan
The club development plan has been updated and a draft added to the website. This summarises the main
objectives identified for the club at the present time. Have a look and send any comments you may have to
me or any committee member.
Nicholas Maxwell

CLUB KIT
The latest batch of new club tops should arrive later this month. The order contains some garments for stock
so please contact Vivienne Maxwell if you would like a new top. There are a limited number of sizes in the
different styles so early contact will give more choice.
I have recently visited the shop in Cornwall that provides club kit for Cornwall Orienteering Club and many
running clubs. They can personalise with the club name and badge a variety of clothing. If this is
something that you would like please look at the website for a selection of items including technical tops,
hoodies, sweat shirt, fleece, running jackets and cotton tee shirt.
Vivienne Maxwell

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS 2015 (2ND TO 8TH AUGUST 2015)
Every two years Scotland host six days of orienteering. In 2015 the multi day event coincides with the
world championships being held there and the pressure on accommodation is likely to be more intense. It
should be a fantastic series of events and if you plan to go you should look at booking accommodation now.
You will be able to book for the event campsite when entries open in December.
The event centre is at Inverness with three event days to the west and three to the east. Transport to all
events will be laid on from Inverness.

CONGRATULATIONS
At the British Sprint Championships held at Keele University on 4th September, Jill Green won a silver
medal just 14 seconds down on Carol McNeil, one of the finest orienteers in the country.
SWOA Champions Day 1 of the Caddihoe Chase
W14 Meg Sommers
W16 Emily Keenan
W45 Tessa Stone
W70 Jill Green
M65 Tom Lillicrap
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Results of the two days at the Caddihoe Chase
Winners
M14 Flurry Grierson
M65 Tom Lillicrap
W16 Emily Keenan
W70 Jill Green
2nd Place:
M12 William Matthews
M18 Sean Rowe
W16 Dulcie Grierson

M16
M65

Sam Peat
Mike Wimpenny

3rd Place
M12 Oliver Godley
M20 Christopher Garrett
W14 Meg Sommers

M16
M35

Tom Snow
Ben Chesters

HOLIDAY EVENTS
SLOVENIA 5 DAY EVENT – some of our best orienteering ever!
Over the years, Carol and I have orienteered across the world. From Australia to the Yukon, New Zealand to
Greenland, Finland to Spain and many countries in between, we have competed with a similar range of
success (winning and coming last!).
The last few years have seen us cut-back on our sporting travel, partly because of my decreasing fitness and
a new knee, and partly because our eldest grandchildren live in San Francisco, where O’ing is rare to nonexistent. We still enjoy events, but for us to go to a multi-day requires it to offer something extra-special.
So this spring saw the Slovenia 5 day (also called the OO Cup) being advertised, just as I began to feel
slightly fitter. The maps on their website just said – YOU MUST RUN ON US. Karst landscape, mountain
pastures and intricate contour detail, together with some gorgeous photos just added up to an extremely
tempting package for both of us. When we realised that our daughter Helen, husband Ian and little Theo (just
over 1) wanted to come too, then it made for an ideal family holiday together.
Entries; flights from Heathrow to Ljubljana; two hired cars (for flexibility); and a comfortable, if compact,
apartment were booked and we were on our way to what proved to be one of the best events we have ever
been to.
Slovenia is a very attractive country – more like Austria than anywhere else, but with its own charm. And 4
of the 5 days were held on what they call ‘Planina’ - the high alpine plateau. They were a mixture of open
pasture (often very stony and slow run), scattered trees (well mapped but difficult to follow sometimes);
steep slopes with many cliffs; few paths; and pretty rough forests with steep-sided ‘dolines’ or sink holes,
many contours deep. The maps made the ground look faster than it proved to be, and mistakes proved
expensive. It was the sort of terrain where accuracy was paramount, and speed just a luxury.
With the family having split times, we could all look after Theo either before or after our runs, and the little
chap thoroughly enjoyed the event’s friendly atmosphere: lots of pop music and a wonderful (free) crèche
with Lego, books, hula-hoops et al. – not that he conquered the hula-hoops! What a wonderful service to
provide for families, and with about 1000 competitors each day there were plenty of children from all over
the world (especially Scandinavia).
So how did we get on?
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Day 1 proved to be the easiest terrain of the week, being mostly the open pasture land of the famous Velika
Planina. I made a 5 minute mistake on control 1 (missed it by 5m when I looked right not left!), but then,
after a strong talking to, went round as efficiently as I could. 3.3km in 53 mins = 16m/km, finishing 7 th (of
16). Not bad for my first serious event in 3 years. Carol also found the area trickier than it appeared, and
finished 7th (of 16).
Day 2 was on another gorgeous Planina with a farm/pub as the event centre, but with terrain that was much
slower and more technical. This time we both concentrated like mad and Carol had a smooth run finishing a
comfortable 1st. I also had a great run except for one major mistake (the story of every Orienteer?). The area
had the typical Karst depressions (dolines) – very much like the JK day 2 this year, but in forest. I came out
of control 4 on a bearing across a big depression. As it turned out to be full of bramble/nettles I took a small
tumble and decided to get out fast; unfortunately I came out 90 degrees off line and then decided my
compass was wrong! A parallel error 200 metres away from where I should have been and 12 minutes lost
sounds like a disaster. But no, I came 4th! Others had made bigger mistakes than me – except for the leading
3 who were obviously in a different league. My confidence returned and I began to enjoy myself!
Day 3 was the ‘short day’ down in the valley. A postage stamp map, many paths and short courses sounds
like the formula for a sprint, but...... then you have the dolines! Some were three contours deep, so getting in,
out or round them had to be planned. That was my ‘cleanest’ day – no major mistakes and goodish route
choices, but I wished I could still run. I finished 4th (the top 3 could run!). Carol had a messy run but still
managed to finish 3rd and go into the overall lead. This was a day where mistakes were very costly.
Day 4 was billed as the ‘difficult’ day. Though based as for day 1, the courses used the northern part of the
map which was mostly forest with cliffs and boulders. Our courses missed the hardest bits but were still
major challenges. Ian and Helen on the longer courses said it was tough but fair – and a great map! (See
website listed below) One of the problems was to sort out what was one of the rare paths and what was a line
of cliffs! This was Carol’s disaster day, and I made a mistake in the same area. We had coped with the
technically difficult forest legs, but came unstuck in a vague area of scattered trees on the fringe of the
pasture and forest. I must have lost 5 mins at least, and Carol won’t tell me how much she lost! Suffice it to
say she nearly lost her overall lead, coming 5th, but I came 4th again (behind the same three).
So Day 5 was set to be interesting. Carol had to defend a narrowing lead; I was 4 th overall but with 5th and 6th
just minutes behind me (the first three were almost/over an hour ahead!). The area was day 2 revisited, but
again a different part of the map, so we knew what to expect. With a slight wobble (say 1 mins worth) at
number 5 and a wrong route choice into 11 (perhaps another 2 mins,) I had a clean run, and enjoyed hearing
my little grandson calling me in at the end. I was 3rd on the day, but I was uncertain where I was to come
overall, and how had I managed to beat one of the top three Finns? Well it proved the third overall had his
disaster run, and lost 30 mins to me; however he still beat me overall. Those behind me had also done less
well, so I found myself 4th virtually unchallenged. As for Carol, she had an untidy day, and was beaten into 2nd
overall by another Finn.
After my physical problems of last year (most notably a replacement knee operation) I was delighted to have
finished all 5 days; and then to find an event where running did not matter too much and navigation was at a
premium; and in the most glorious of scenery; and have the pleasure of a family holiday; it was ‘one of the
best events we have been to’, and we hope to go again.
For more details, photos of the area and map samples, go to www.oocup.com – the event is held every year,
and the country holds many events at other times too. Their mappers, planners and organisers are top-class.
PS, for the ornithologists, I put my slight wobble on day 5 down to seeing a Capercaillie on that leg – it
waddled in front of me for several metres - long enough to be certain of its ID. The mapper later confirmed he
had seen it in that area too – a thrill and a rare sighting of an endangered alpine bird.
John and Carol Pearce
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WHAT DID YOU DO LAST SUMMER?
If you go to a big event like the Scottish 6 Day you see attractive leaflets for multi day events overseas. In
2013 we picked up the one for the Swiss 6 Day based in Zermatt next to the Matterhorn. They described
some of their days with inspiring titles like, the breathtaking day, the icy day and the heavenly day. What
names would you give to some of our events? So we booked and along with over 4800 others made our way
to the area. It seemed expensive to enter but when you realise you get a full travel pass up all the mountain
for the 8 days including the Kleine Matterhorn at 3883m it seems very good value. I did wonder if as a non
orienteer coming to events it would have been cheaper to enter than pay the full rate travel costs. The rides
up on the gondolas also look attractive if you are used to some of the long walks and climb at the Lakes 5
Day. So what was the verdict?
It was certainly a good week but everything is not as rosy as the publicity makes out. The weather was
disappointing and we only saw the Matterhorn on 2 out of 8 days. High Swiss Alpine in cloud could equally
be a more runnable version of Dartmoor. It does not help being able to find out these days that meanwhile
the weather in Devon is superb.
We live in Devon at 15m above sea level. Our accommodation was at 1450m and the events went up to
nearly 3000m. This has consequences. First, bubbles appear in your compass. The good news is they
disappear returning home. The local versions are expensive. Secondly the lungs do not like this thinner air.
If you could afford it getting there a week early to acclimatise would help as during the week breathing
seemed to get a little better. Whilst the rides on gondolas and trains up are good the organiser may decide
to walk you down 130m to the start and finish. The walk back up after the Day 2 event, the first long event,
was as cruel as any walk up at a Lakes 5 Day event.
The assembly areas were adjacent to mountain restaurants by the transport or elsewhere. There was the
luxury of a few proper toilets along with portaloos. They could have had more portaloos as the queues were
long. The mountain restaurants were solid and welcoming in the rain but the organisers did not want you to
use them as changing rooms. No shelter tentage was available unless you brought your own and there was
limited shelter outside the buildings. If you had an early start (think 8am) it could be quite cold changing in
the drizzle although once running you warmed up. The warm clothing we had with us was well used; the
sun cream was not.
The transport system coped brilliantly with getting all the competitors to events on time. This was alongside
all the other visitors. On the Ice Day starting at 2900m (Trockner Steg) the Super Gondola up the mountain
broke down in the afternoon. They opened up another cablecar but it meant a 90 minute queue in an
inhospitable concrete cable car station or as many did walking down a 700m section of cableway not
working. Fortunately this day was the one sunny event day.
Turning to the events we had:
Day 1 - Sprint Event in Zermatt (conditions rain)
A chance to see the old and new town (exactly how far up the steep hillside they could build new tourist
accommodation), dodge the Far eastern tourists and the electric taxis.
Days 2 and 3 Schwarzsee and Gornergrat (cloudy with showers)
Long events on open Swiss Alpine pasture at 2800m with some more complicated bit of contour and rock
features. It was not as challenging as say Holne Moor but much more runnable
Day 4 Gruensee (cloudy)
A middle distance event and our first entry into some woodland for part of the course. There was a lot more
rock to negotiate as well. This was our best day and I think most enjoyable because of the variety of terrain
and it was a lower event at 2300m.
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Day 5 Trockner Steg (sun)
This was the high altitude event at 2900m (postponed from Day 3 due to adverse weather) and thankfully the
sun shone racing below the Matterhorn. The terrain is devoid of paths, grass and comprises a mixture of
rock, rubble, morrain (the glacier came down to here until recently), marshes and some snow. Thank
goodness for the brightly coloured first aid tents on the courses! How do you tell if the snow is just over a re
entrant or a stream? Listen for the water flowing. Nicholas’s brain succumbed to the altitude such that he
reached control 2 before realising he had seriously overrun control number 1. His worst day.
Day 6 Leisee (rain)
The location is a small tarn where you get chocolate box views of the Matterhorn reflected in the water. Not
today and the rain fell. The area was an extremely steep sided wooded slope (with some slippy rock) with
some cruel legs of very steep climb testing the lungs again and steep descent in dark forest where if you
struggle to read the map clearly errors are severely punished. Vivienne wisely opted out of this event which
was physically the most challenging.
Nicholas and Vivienne Maxwell

BIRCH’S TAILS
I have nothing of note to report, but Susan said that I must let people know that I am still around. It has been
a boring old summer with no nice trips to events. We were all geared up to go to the Lakes 5 days, but
Roger got a summons to Exeter and so he got collected every day and returned late. This left me in charge
of Susan and she does not do informal walks at odd times of the day, so I was confined to base.
Early September saw us driving up to Shropshire for a break. They went orienteering but I was confined to
watching as it was the final British Championships of the year, the Sprint and Middle Distance.
Keele University provided the venue for the sprints and neither Susan nor Roger covered themselves in
glory – in fact Susan disgraced us all by failing to go to one control in the final! Roger managed 4 th in his B
final. I had a wander around the assembly and saw some of my friends and showed Ian from Ultrasport how
well I had grown and how I could still jump up!
At the Middle Distance race I was established in my tent in a reasonably shady spot, and in view of the run
in from the final control. I was amazed at the speed some of the youngsters achieved on an up hill finish.
Roger was unfortunate in spending a long time looking for a control, so he retired, while Susan plodded
around at her usual snail’s pace. If only I could have helped them around, they would have come away in
glory!
Birch Hateley
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SUMMARY OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD AT FIRE BEACON
COTTAGE ON THE 7TH SEPTEMBER
After the Devon championships we were fortunate to be able to sit out in the sun at the Annual General
meeting. Many thanks to Mike Green for letting us use his lawn.
Nicholas Maxwell as chairman summarised the year which has been rather good for the Devon Club. In
addition to running a full range of events and both a Caddihoe Chase and Tamar Triple the club has
qualified for the finals of the Compass Sport cup, the first time for many years, and the Juniors of course
went one better by actually winning the Yvette Baker Trophy for the first time ever.
In addition Carol Pearce was the British W65 L champion at BOC 2014 so well done to her.
Looking forward the club was in the middle of a review of areas to formulate a mapping plan for the coming
years to make sure we make best use of the areas available to us. Nicholas also made the point about the
need for everyone to help with the running of events in whatever way is possible.
The membership secretary reported a continued growth in numbers, mainly in the junior section, but with
more adults as well. Previous years in brackets.
NATIONAL
CONTACT

SENIOR
106(102)
10(6)

JUNIOR
85(69)

TOTAL
191(171)
10(6)

UNITS
129(118)
10(6)

TOTAL

116(108)

85(69)

201(177)

139(124)

The Treasurer made the point that although we are still in a financially healthy position we do not have any
big money spinning events in the next 12 months so a reduction in balances should be expected. In addition
the review of mapping areas will eventually result in considerable expenditure as our mapping stock is
brought up to date. The new treasurer voted in was Matt Atkins. The other committee members were re
elected en bloc.
The Following awards were made
The Haytor Trophy to the Devon Juniors team which had ‘scaled the peaks’ at the Yvette baker
The Epic Trophy to Tom Lillicrap for his work at Fernworthy and planning at theTamar Triple.
The Chairman’s Trophy to Tess Stone for her continued work with juniors in East Devon.
Certificates were then presented to the Devon League winners as below:
Yellow
William Matthews
M12 Isabella Perren Smart W12
Orange

Ben Stevens

M14

Francesca Perren Smart W14

Lt Green

Flury Grierson

Green

Philip Tadd

M60

Sarah Tadd

W55

Blue

Tom Bate

M40 Ella Bowles

W55

Brown

Ben Chesters

M35

W50

M12

Phillipa Bushell

Robin Carter
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W50

Nobody was in a great rush to run off after the meeting as it was so pleasant sitting in the sun.
Steve Perrelle Secretary

EDITORIAL
With the advent of Autumn it is good to be able to look forward to a series of fixtures, which we hope will
be held in the sunshine that has given us all such a boost. The Long O is great fun and worth a go if you
have not done one before. On the 19th October there will be the first of the League events which also
doubles as the club Galoppen. December see the final of the Compass Sport Cup. YOUR participation is
needed. We need to field a full team, so contact Jill Green and let her know that you are willing to represent
the club.
Susan Hateley
FIXTURES IN THE FAR SOUTH WEST
DEVON EVENTS
October
4th
Dartmoor Long-O Day 1. Dartmoor West
Organiser
Rosie Wych (QO) 01823 451942
See QO events for Day 2.
19th Devon Galoppen
Virtuous Lady
Contact Steve Perrelle for details

SX 684691

25th Come and Try it
Killerton
Afternoon Starts
Contact Tess Stone for details

ST977002

December
6th
Uphams Plantation Woodbury Common League SY042862
6th
28th

Uphams plantation D & C Night League SY042862
Christmas Novelty Event Parke, Bovey Tracy
KERNO EVENTS

September
27th Trelissick, Truro. Forest League
October
12th Hayle Towans. Forest League
November
16th Mount Edgecumbe, Forest League
December
7th
Lanhydrock, Galoppen

SW835397
SW579413
SX450525
SX087641
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QO EVENTS
October
4th
Dartmoor Long-O
12th Forest League
November
9th
Forest League
th
30
Forest League

Princetown SX589734
Buckland Wood ST182171
Cockercombe ST186365
Staple Hill
ST245159

Registering for Devon Championship

AGM attendance

Arriving for Club Championships
s

Inside registration

Photos Courtesy Michael Green

Juniors receiving Haytor Trophy

AGM in progress
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At the Devon Championships – photos courtesy Adrian Taylor
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